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Subsequent to the Owners' Committee Meeting held in late September, we would like to
provide a summary of the items reported by the Management Office for owners'updates
on the estate environment and operation.
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Replacement of Sofas
The sofas of each lobby have
experienced varying degrees of wear and
tear. To maintain cleanliness and
aesthetic pleasure of the indoor
environment, all sofas and other
associated furnitures will be replaced
through open tender according to the
below reference styles selected by voting
among Owners' Committee members.
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Status of Air-conditioners Replacement for Lobbies (Tower 1-8)
Since the air-conditioners in each lobby have been used for more than 12-20 years, some of the
components have been deteriorated resulting in frequent malfunction. The Management Office will
give priority to replacing those in urgent condition. As of September 2021, replacement of the 3 air-
conditioners of Tower 1. 5 and 8 has been arranged.
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Chillers replacement of the Clubhouse will be run by stages as follows:
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Election Mechanism of Sub-committee Members
As individual owners have different understandings of the election mechanism of sub-committee
members, we would like to make a key supplement to the issue.
When the sub-committee under 9th OC were being formed, majority of the OC members voted in
favor of drawing lots to decide who to fill the remaining vacancies. A similar in-depth discussion
was taken place regarding the formation of sub-committee under current OC. Considering that there
is no universal standard to assess the qualifications and experience of candidates in each sub-
committee, majority of the OC members officially casted votes for drawing lots like former OC
members did last year in order to ensure fairness. We hope everyone accepts and respects the voting
results.
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